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We have suppressed multiphoton probability of a heralded-photon source, which is vital for quantum key
distribution with a higher secure key generation rate. It is accomplished by utilizing a practical photon-number-
resolving detector for triggering resulting in an important step for improved practical quantum key distribution.
Heralded-photon source and a practical photon-number-resolving detector capable of real-time processed mul-
tiphoton rejection are stably operable at room temperature and enable us to generate a secure key at a distance
as long as an ideal single photon source is used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum key distribution �QKD� �1� is one of the most
advanced fields in quantum information science in terms of
practical applications. It is expected to bring unconditional
security in classical communications. However, there are
many difficulties with long distance secure communications
�2�. One of them is the lack of single photon sources. Secu-
rity of single photon based QKD is based on the most ma-
tured analysis in this field �3�. At present all the demon-
strated single photon sources have finite and non-negligible
multiphoton and zero photon emission probabilities which
substantially degrade the secure key generation rate resulting
in the reduction of overall bit rate of a QKD system.

Recently some proposals such as decoy state method
�4–7� and Scarani-Acin-Ribordy-Gisin 2004 �SARG04� pro-
tocol �8� have enabled one to attain a high secure key gen-
eration rate and a long distance communication even with the
use of a laser which has a substantially high multiphoton
probability. However, it is still desirable to obtain a true
single photon source in the decoy state method. �A combina-
tion of SARG04 and decoy state method has recently been
discussed, and it was found to have lower performance than
a combination of the Bennett-Brassard 1984 �BB84� protocol
�1� and decoy state method. �9��

Here we consider a heralded-photon source �HPS� which
utilizes spontaneous parametric down conversion �SPDC�
�10–13�. When we adopt it to obtain single photon states, it
is possible to decrease multiphoton probability by weak
pumping of a nonlinear medium, which corresponds to a low
mean photon number. However, there is a higher multipho-
ton probability in the case of relatively large mean photon
number close to unity �6,14�, because SPDC has a broader
number distribution than a Poissonian case �15–17�. This is a
drawback of HPS.

Here we adopt one solution to overcome the problem.
SPDC is a process of simultaneous generation of a photon
pair. Therefore after the separation of signal and idler by a
polarizing beam splitter or a dichroic mirror, there are the

same numbers of photons at the two exits and hence the
photon number of the signal is revealed by counting that of
the idler. Then the multiphoton signal can be rejected in the
key generation process, resulting in the achivement of opti-
mal key generation rate �14�. Here a time-multiplexed detec-
tor �TMD� �18,19� is utilized as a photon-number-resolving
detector. Another advantage of the HPS is a reduced dark
count probability by applying coincidence between a trigger
detector and Bob’s detectors. This makes longer distance
communication possible �14,15�.

II. PHOTON NUMBER DISTRIBUTION

Now let us consider the photon number distribution of
SPDC with a mean photon number of �. The output state of
a single mode SPDC is given as follows �15,20�:

��� = �
n=0

� � �n

�1 + ��n+1 �n�s�n�i. �1�

The photon number distribution of this state is thermal

�p�n�= �n

�1+��1+n�, however, it becomes to have the Poisson

statistics in a highly multimode case �16,17�. The distribution
cannot be sub-Poissonian in either case. A probability with
which TMD detects an incoming signal as a single photon is
given by

ppost =
NdA

1 + �
+ �

n=1

�
�n

�1 + ��1+n P�1�n� . �2�

Here

P�m�n� = 	N

m

� j=0

m
�− 1� j	m

j

��1 − �A� +

�m−j��A

N �n

�18� is the probability for m counts for n incident photons, N
is the number of modes generated by the 50:50 beam split-
ters and optical fibers �here N=4�, �A is the detection effi-
ciency of the single-photon detectors, and dA is their dark
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count probability. The photon number distribution after trig-
gering is given as

ppost�n� = �
1

ppost

�n

�1 + ��n P�1�n� �n � 1�

1

ppost

NdA

1 + �
�n = 0� .

�3�

In case the pretriggering distribution is Poissonian, �n

�1+��1+n is

replaced by e−��n

n! . The resulting secure key generation rates
are different between the two cases. The key rate is given by
Rdecoy=q�−Q�f�E��H2�E��+Q1�1−H2�e1�� �6�. Here, Q1

=Y1ppostppost�1� is the gain of single photon states, while
Q�=�i=0Yippostppost�i� is the overall detection probability of
a pulse with mean photon number � �6,14�. In the conven-
tional BB84 protocol, q= 1

2 , H2�e� is a binary entropy func-
tion, and f�e� is a bidirection error correction efficiency. Yn is
Bob’s detection probability conditioned that an n-photon
pulse is sent from Alice. From the formula we can see that
larger Q1 and smaller Q� are desirable. A single �multi� pho-
ton probability of a thermal distribution is lower �higher�
than that of a Poisson distribution in the case of the same
mean photon number. Thus the key rate in the thermal dis-
tribution case is lower than that of the Poissonian one. If the
TMD is a perfect photon number resolving detector, we can
utilize only single photon signals. However, because the
single photon probability of a Poisson distribution is higher
�Q1

Pois�Q1
thermal�, there is still a difference in their key rates.

In both cases, it is possible to increase the key rate irrespec-
tive of the photon number distribution, if we can reject the
multiphoton component.

III. EXPERIMENT

We measured the second-order correlation function to
prove removal of a multiphoton for the improvement of the
secure key generation rate. It is very difficult to precisely
determine the photon number distribution by a direct mea-
surement because of inaccurate evaluations of propagation
losses and/or limited efficiencies of the detectors. Therefore
measurements of photon statistics are performed widely by
the second-order correlation function. The measurement of
the correlation function in the case of the threshold detector
was also demonstrated for comparison.

A. TMD

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the apparatus of the
measurement triggered by a TMD. A type II beta-barium
borate �BBO� crystal was pumped by the second harmonics
of a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser �the repetition rate of
80 MHz, pulse width of 100 fs, and central wavelength of
800 nm�. A collinear and frequency-degenerate pair of signal
and idler was separated by a polarizing beam splitter. A re-
flected component �idler� was detected by a TMD to be uti-
lized as a triggering signal. If and only if a single photon was
detected, the measurement of the correlation function was
triggered. Two cables after each coincidence detection sys-

tem correspond to two temporal modes of the TMD.
Our detection system was composed in the following way

to count the photon number and remove multiphoton com-
ponents from the signals utilized for the key generation. The
TMD consisted of optical fibers, 50:50 beam splitters, and
two threshold detectors. By utilizing high efficiency �in the
visible range� threshold detectors �Perkin Elmer, SPCM-
AQR�, resolution of photon number could be achieved. An
incident pulse was divided into two paths by a 50:50 beam
splitter. The arrival time shift due to the path length differ-
ence was set to be longer than the dead time of the detector.
The two pulses were split again by a second 50:50 coupler
which split pulses into two paths connected to two single
photon detectors. Thus N=4 spatiotemporal modes were
generated, and two photons in the incidence pulse were sepa-
rated into two one-photon states with a certain probability
�0.75 for N=4�. Therefore the photon number was deter-
mined by counting the click number of the threshold detec-
tors. We could obtain information of photon number of the
signal mode due to the simultaneous generation of photon
pairs. In this way we could achieve a higher secure key gen-
eration rate from this source �14�.

The detection system sent accepting signals in case the
single photon had been detected. To accept only single pho-
ton signals our detection system was configured using
nuclear instruments module �NIM� signals converted from
transistor-transistor-logic �TTL� pulses of single photon
counting module �SPCM� outputs in the first part of the elec-
tronics �coincidence detection system in Fig. 1 and details
are seen in Fig. 2�. Coincidences between four TMD modes
and a detector in signal mode �SPCM �1�� were taken. Then
after NIM signals converted back into TTL signals, the co-
incidence signals between Bob’s detector and four TMD
modes were input to a logic circuit. This circuit was com-
posed of XOR, NAND, and AND gates as shown in the inset of
Fig. 2. An output TTL high level signal was generated if and
only if one of four inputs had a TTL high level signal. Thus
the detector in signal mode generated an output signal if the
photon number of the trigger mode was measured to be one.
Then the outputs were capable of being directly utilized for

filterPBS

filter

TMD

50/5

BBO
frequency

doubler

electronics

Ti:sapphire

laser

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for a TMD. BBO: type II beta-
barium borate crystal, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, 50:50: half
beam splitter, filter: interference filter, TIA: time interval analyzer,
SPCM: single photon counting module �threshold detector�, and
coinc.: coincidence detection system �details are in text�. Logic cir-
cuit: details are shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
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QKD. Timing of the four coincidences was adjusted before
the entrance of the logic circuit. To remove multiphoton sig-
nals we must carefully adjust it by using delay units �gate
and delay generator in Fig. 2�. Here the triggering signal is
connected to the stop port of the time interval analyzer. Be-
cause the total response time of electronics was of the order
of 100 ns, we used the stop port to save the module of delay
units in the start port. �If we use the start port, another delay
unit at the stop port is necessary.�

B. Threshold detector

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the apparatus of the
measurement triggered by a threshold detector. A type II
beta-barium borate �BBO� crystal was pumped by the second
harmonics of a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser �repetition rate
80 MHz, pulse width 100 fs, and central wavelength
800 nm�. The collinear frequency degenerate signal and idler
were separated by a polarizing beam splitter. The reflected
component �idler� was detected by a threshold detector and
then utilized as a triggering signal. All the detected events

are accepted regardless of photon number and the measure-
ment of correlation function was triggered. In Fig. 4, the
electronics for the case of a threshold detector utilized for a
trigger detector are shown. Here the electronics are much
simpler than that of TMD. The triggering signal is the NIM
signal �−1.3 V� in this case because there are no logic gates
which need TTL inputs and the trigger level of the time
interval analyzer can be negative.

C. Result

Figure 5 shows the results of the measurement triggered
by the TMD �left� and by the threshold detector �right�.
Clearly, the central peaks are higher than the others in both
cases. This measurement is different from usual measure-
ment of correlation function on the point of the triggering
�21,22�.

The central peaks correspond to the events that two pho-
ton pairs are simultaneously generated by one pump pulse
�here the effect of delays by electronics is subtracted�, the
idler two photons are detected as a single photon at a TMD
or a threshold detector, signal two photons are separated by a
50:50 beam splitter and detected. On the other hand, for
example, the right neighbor peaks correspond to the events
that �i� two photon pairs are generated at different neighbor-
ing pulses �one pair exists at each pulse�, the idler photon of
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FIG. 2. The coincidence detection system and logic circuit �in-
set�. A logic circuit rejects multiphoton signal. 1–4: coincidence
signals between Bob’s one detector and four TMD modes. Input
signals are TTL. From the circuit a TTL high level signal is gener-
ated if and only if one of four inputs has a TTL high level signal.
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FIG. 3. Experimental setup for a threshold detector. BBO: type
II beta-barium borate crystal, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, 50:50:
half beam splitter, filter: interference filter, TIA: time interval ana-
lyzer, SPCM: single photon counting module �threshold detector�,
and coinc.: coincidence detection system �details are in Fig. 4�.
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FIG. 4. The coincidence detection system for a threshold
detector.
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FIG. 5. Examples of the triggered measurements of correlation
functions �bandwidth of interference filters=1.5 nm; a single mode
fiber for the coupling of the signal�: �left� by TMD and �right� by
the threshold detector. The central peaks correspond to the events
that two photon pairs are simultaneously generated by one pump
pulse �here the effect of delays by electronics is subtracted�. The
noisy structure of TMD measurement is due to noise in the output
voltage pulse from the logic circuit.
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the latter pulse is detected, two signal photons �exist in
neighboring pulses� are separated by a 50:50 beam splitter
and detected, and �ii� one pair is generated at a former pulse
and two pairs are generated at the latter pulse, the idler two
photons of the latter pulse are detected as a single photon at
a TMD or a threshold detector, one signal photon from the
former pulse is detected and at least one of the signal pho-
tons at the latter pulse go to the other detector and are de-
tected. Therefore the intensity ratio of the central peak-to-
neighboring peaks is given as

ITMD = p�2�
1

2
�2P�1�2���	p�1�

�

2

2

�A + p�1�
�

2
p�2�

�	1

2
� +

1

4
�1 − �1 − ��2�P�1�2�
� , �4�

while a threshold detector is given as

Ith = p�2�
1

2
�2�1 − �1 − �A�2���	p�1�

�

2

2

�A + p�1�
�

2
p�2�

�	1

2
� +

1

4
�1 − �1 − ��2��1 − �1 − �A�2�
� . �5�

Here we have assumed the detection efficiencies of two de-
tectors after the 50:50 beam splitter are both equal to � and
three photon probability is negligible. Since the first term in
the denominators is much larger than the second term
�p�1��p�2� under the low � condition in the present experi-
ment�, the denominators of the two ratios �ITMD, Ith� are
nearly equal to each other. By using the following approxi-
mations,

ITMD � p�2� 1
2�2P�1�2�/�p�1� �

2 �2�A =
2p�2�P�1�2�

p�1�2�A,

Ith � p�2�1
2�2�1 − �1 − �A�2�/�p�1��

2�2�A =
2p�2��1−�1−�A�2�

p�1�2�A,

the ratio of ITMD to Ith is shown to give the degree of removal
of the two photon state

�Ireduction = ITMD/Ith � P�1�2�/�1 − �1 − �A�2�� .

Here P�1 �2� is a probability that a TMD detects a two pho-
ton as a single photon and �1− �1−�A�2� is a detection prob-
ability of a threshold detector. Because photon number is not
resolved by a threshold detector, all signals including at least
one photon are used as a key. Thus Ireduction is a probability
that a TMD detects a two photon as a single photon normal-

ized by that of a threshold detector and it becomes zero in an
ideal case.

However, due to several possible imperfections such as
inefficiencies, low coupling rates of detectors, and failure of
mode separation in the TMD �0.25 for two photon in the four
mode TMD�, the resulting peak is not so low. Table I shows
the ratios for the four cases of setting �bandwidth of interfer-
ence filters�1.5 and 10 nm, coupling fibers for the signal are
single mode and multimode fibers�.

As mentioned above, the distribution becomes Poissonian
in highly multimode cases. Both the conditional correlation
functions �ITMD and Ith� depend on the photon number distri-
butions like an ordinary second order correlation function.
However, we can predict the value of ratio Ireduction is con-
stant irrespective of the photon number statistics, as the ex-
perimental results shown in Table I verify. Figure 6�a� shows
the calculated dependence of these three values on the trigger
detection efficiency. Here the distribution is assumed to be
Poissonian. However, Ireduction does not change even if the
distribution is changed. On the other hand, ITMD and Ith de-
pend on the type of distribution and a mean photon number.
Thus they take different values as the spectral width and
collected spatial mode are changed in Table I. If we assume
that the detection efficiencies of the two trigger detectors are
equal, the triggering efficiency is calculated as �A�0.28
from Ireduction. In this case, P�1 �2��0.42 and P�2 �2��0.06.
�We show the dependence of these probabilities on the trig-
ger detection efficiencies in Fig. 6�b�. Since there is a finite
probability of separation failure of 0.25 for N=4, P�2 �2�
=0.75 even if a 100% efficiency trigger can be used. P�1 �2�

TABLE I. Ireduction, ITMD, and Ith for four parameter settings. All fibers on the side of trigger detectors are multimode fibers.

Threshold detector TMD

Coupling fibers
for SPCM 1 and 2 	


Central
peak

Surrounding
peaks Ith

Central
peak

Surrounding
peaks ITMD

Single mode fiber 1.5 nm 1747 1008 1.73±0.05 1780 1157 1.54±0.07

10 nm 346757 177291 1.96±0.01 333700 193671 1.72±0.02

Multimode fiber 1.5 nm 476788 319559 1.49±0.01 543362 410805 1.32±0.02

10 nm 1996650 1392340 1.43±0.01 3353310 2637100 1.27±0.03
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(a) (b)

FIG. 6. Trigger detection efficiency dependence of �a� Ireduction,
ITMD, Ith, and �b� P�n �m�. We assume here the distribution is Pois-
sonian and the mean photon number is 0.001. Though ITMD and Ith

depend on the distribution and mean photon number, Ireduction is
independent of them and coincides with the case for thermal
distribution.
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is a convex function, and ideally this is expected to be zero at
a perfect trigger detection efficiency, but this takes 0.25 due
to separation failure. P�1 �2� increases due to a misfire of a
detector with a decrease in the trigger detection efficiency.
Further decrease in the trigger detection efficiency reduces
P�1 �2� resulting in the dominant contribution of P�0 �2�.�
Therefore even when a two photon arrives, the signal is re-
garded as a single photon in most of the cases. Therefore it is
not possible to obtain legitimate single photon states in the
present experiment. However, the secure key generation rate
�hence the bit rate� can be improved by this slight multipho-
ton rejection as shown next.

IV. SECURE KEY GENERATION RATE

Here let us evaluate the degree of improvement in the
secure key generation rate by the adoption of the TMD. Fig-
ure 7 shows the fractional improvement of secure key gen-
eration rate RIMP=Rdecoy HPS–TMD/RdecoyHPS–th. Parameters for
the calculations are taken from Ref. �23�. In the case of the
perfect trigger detection ��A=1�, the degree of improvement
is about 1.8 and rapidly increases from about 100 km. This is
due to the fact that in the case of a perfect trigger detection
we can utilize just single photon signals in most of the case.
However, there is still a probability that we cannot reject two
photon signals because of a failure of separation at TMD.
Secure key generation rate of a true single photon source
decreases more slowly than sources of thermal and Poisson
photon number distributions. Thus RIMP gradually increases
with the transmission distance. However, as �A decreases,
the slope of key generation rate becomes steeper, and RIMP is
relatively reduced. About 10% improvement of the secure
key generation rate by utilizing a TMD is attained in the case
of �A=0.28 under the present experimental condition. The

rate of improvement is nearly constant in the range up to
171 km.

V. DISCUSSION

As shown above, good “single photon” nature could not
have been obtained from our result for HPS-TMD. However,
even if this low trigger detection efficiency is utilized, the
maximum distance of secure key generation is as long as that
of an ideal single photon source �171 km� due to the low
dark count probability by coincidence detections. Some gen-
eration methods of a single photon state �for example, quan-
tum dots, color centers, and single atoms �24�� have shown
good sub-Poissonian statistics, hence they are promissing
candidates for the quantum information technology. How-
ever, they are still not sufficient for practical applications
because they have drawbacks such as a requirement of low
temperature operation, difficulty in long optical fiber trans-
mission resulting from a broad bandwidth, or necessity of
high vacuum. On the other hand, a HPS is capable of being
stably operated at room temperature for a very long term,
and a TMD can also work at room temperature and the scale
is so compact which is an advantage from a practical aspect.
Therefore HPS-TMD is highly practical and ready for being
utilized in a QKD system. �Other heralded photon sources
have been demonstrated recently �25,26�. They utilized a
cold atomic ensemble.� However, there is one limitation in
the TMD system. We need to split the input pulse into four
pulses which are temporally separated more than the dead
time of detectors. Typical dead time of detectors is about
50 ns. Therefore the maximum repetition rate is limited be-
low 20 MHz. Here we utilized four pulses �two temporal
modes�, hence it is limited below about a 10 MHz repetition
rate, while the repetition rate of the pump laser is 80 MHz.
The limitation of the QKD system with a HPS is determined
not by a pump laser but a heralding detector. However, it
does not become a serious problem in the present experi-
ments’ low � conditions ��1� and we could use 80 MHz
repetition rate.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we have demonstrated multiphoton rejection
of a heralded-photon source. Even though the present experi-
ment has been a table-top experiment, our method can be
applied for practical QKD, where a heralding signal is visible
and the heralded signal is telecom wavelength.
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